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I enjoy every single day I’m in my home. From every angle, my home reflects my personality and style – and the folks at MP Homes led by Shameer helped make that happen.

With MP Homes, you can customize your home – every look and feel – and really make it your own. There are a lot of choices to make and some playful ideas crossed my mind, which made the whole process both frightening and fun. But Shameer provided well-balanced advice and would urge me to see the bigger picture and take a longer term view so that the decisions I would make back then would be ones I still love today – and I do. This was made possible because communication was never a problem. Shameer was always available – via email, phone call, or in-person – to answer any questions I had. During the warranty period, any small issue that popped up was dealt with promptly and professionally by his team. Even to this day, I still receive helpful reminders from Shameer regarding the proper maintenance of my house.

I’m really thankful to Shameer and the MP Homes team for how my home came together. So much so that three years on, just the simple act of coming home still makes me happy and it’s a feeling that won’t be changing anytime soon.

J.C.


- J.C 




Shameer built our home about a year and a half ago now and we couldn’t be happier with how it turned out. He cares so much about the quality and service that he takes the time to deal with you personally from the minute you sign the paperwork all the way to the end of the one year warranty period and then some. He’s gone above and beyond with any issues that have come up (even those not under warranty anymore) and is willing to help at any hour of the day. Would highly recommend Millennium Plus Homes


- Jorin Mantei 




Honestly couldn’t be happier with the outcome of my home. The ability to choose my selections made my new house totally bespoke. After looking at multiple properties, thinking about how I would want to change something immediately after buying something was a turn-off. MPH solved that for me and I wouldn’t have done it any other way. Although the process does take a little extra work, it was enjoyable. Shameer was awesome to work with and the quality has proven to be outstanding. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND purchasing a home by MPH.


- Eric Demaere 




When my husband and I started to look for our first home we attended several open houses from a number of different builders. What struck us right away about Millenium Plus Homes was the high quality and craftsmanship of their units compared to other homes we had seen. While at times daunting, the ability to customize literally everything for your home makes it truly personal and gives you a strong sense of pride when you walk in for the first time and invite guests over. Anytime we had questions or concerns during the process, Shameer and his team were very prompt and helpful. We heard horror stories from friends who said they had to fight tooth and nail to get every little concern or deficiency addressed but our experience was the opposite. Shameer and his team were fully involved during the whole process and made sure that we were always updated and kept in the loop (he even facilitated a couple of visits to our unit during construction). His attention to detail and perfectionism meant that by the day we moved in, our home was absolutely stunning and we were hard-pressed to find any flaws. During the 1 year warranty period, Shameer and his team were happy to address the few issues that arose.

We have now lived in our home for a year and a half and we absolutely love it. Being new home owners, we still have the odd question about our home and to this day, Shameer remains helpful and informative. There is no shortage of builders out there but what really sets Millenium Plus Homes apart from the others is their level of customer service and attention to detail – from the get go we had (and continue to have) a very high level of trust in them. We would enthusiastically recommend Shameer and the Millenium Plus Homes team to anyone looking to build a beautiful home to call their own. Thank you for building our amazing home that we truly feel is a reflection of our personal style!


- Amanda Barberio 




We were confident in their work after looking at several of his developments and seeing the consistency of his product first hand. I very much appreciated the organization of his process and how much he catered to our exact needs. Shameer and his team got us through the selection process very quickly and before we knew it, our custom home was underway.

The home Millenium Plus built for us was turned over exactly on the timeline that we were quoted. The quality of our home has beyond exceeded our expectations. Thank you to Millenium Plus for the beautiful product… We love our new home!


- Josh and Jessica 




It was a pleasure to work with Shameer and his team. I was working out of town when going through the process and the MPH team was patient as I made my interior selections. The quality of the home was unparalleled to other houses in the city and the attention to detail ensured that I purchased a quality home. His team was great with communication and were quick to respond to all my inquiries. I would highly recommend Shameer and his team.


- Megan 




I am very satisfied with the house that Millennium Plus Homes has built. This was my first house and Millenium Plus made it very easy for me. I appreciated the amount of choice that was given to me. When I moved in, it really felt like my house. I was comfortable with it from day one. The design was excellent with good use of space and I am very pleased with the materials used and the quality of the build. The people at Millenium Plus Homes have also been very helpful in addressing my questions and concerns. I would recommend them to any of my friends or family.


- Anson 




Millenium Plus Homes has you on speed dial from day one! Thank you Shameer for a wonderful experience from day one to present. It’s almost been a whole year in our new home! You should know, good things are being said behind your back! I’m so glad Ryan highly recommended you from his own experience. Your philosophy on a home-dwelling spoke directly to our practical and hard to please families! Building a home seemed like such a task for first time home buyers such as us. In hindsight, I always felt involved and furthermore, in control. You educated as we went along and methodically laid out the process for us so we knew timelines, etc. When Dad had another, upon another question, you didn’t seem tired of them. Thank you! There were times I wondered if you had me on speed dial. Thank you! Thank you! I’m proud to say I chose the right builder! Let’s do it again one day!!


- Bonnie Weibe 




We purchased a new-build townhouse from Shameer and moved in this past summer in June (which is the month we were told it would be the previous September). I could not be happier with the overall process, the quality of the materials used, and the attention to detail.

Shameer runs a unique business. He is very hands-on, so you know that the details will be taken care of. We got to pick all of our own materials, from hardwood to tiles, lighting to appliances, and even got to alter the layout of the floor plan. Unlike most alternatives that we explored, MPH charged us at cost for the materials/install (so we didn’t get dinged on upgrades). Buying from Shameer, we got to build a custom ‘townhouse’, something that we weren’t able to find many other places.

What matters most I think when having a new home built is that the builder is easy to work with. Shameer was extremely friendly, honest, and helpful throughout the whole process. We do plan on building another home at some point in the future, and when we do Shameer will be the first person we call.


- Ryan Dolan 




Shameer, Chanda, and the entire MPH team built us a fantastic home! As first-time homebuyers, we were new to the process. The MPH team walked us through each step and made the entire process stress-free. The end result was a beautiful home in our preferred neighbourhood designed and finished to our liking! We couldn’t be happier! In addition to their support throughout the build, the MPH team diligently stood by their product. On a few occasions, their assistance was required to fix minor issues with a hot water tank and faucet. The MPH team expeditiously fixed the situation and had everything working correctly again in short order. It was fantastic to see our builder stand by their product from initial construction right up to occupancy and beyond. Thanks Shameer, Chanda, and the entire MPH team for making our first-time home-buying experience so rewarding! When the time comes to build our next home, you’re our first-call!


- Dani and Gerry 




Millenium Plus Homes took the time to understanding what I envisioned for my home.  They offered their honest and professional opinions throughout the construction process, and helped me build the perfect end product. Their willingness to be flexible and collaborate with me was invaluable. They accommodated my upgrade requests at a reasonable cost and offered a variety of alternatives when certain finishings were unavailable.  While being accommodating, MP Homes ensured my townhome was completed on time and on budget.  Overall, MP homes was a pleasure to work with.  I would definitely recommend them as my preferred home builder in Calgary.


- Justin Cormier 




Obviously purchasing your first home can be an extremely daunting experience, especially when you decide to build your own custom home. Luckily we choose Millennium Plus Homes as our builder. Their guidance and professionalism made the entire experience seamless and exciting, continually reassuring our decision throughout the entire building process. However it was the end result that left us most grateful, our home is beautiful, it’s home, for sure it’s home.

Thanks Shameer and everyone else at MPH.


- Jarret and Michelle 





I just wanted to let you know how much we are enjoying the house!  From the first night we moved in we have felt at home. It is truly beautiful and the fact we could choose all our own finishes makes it completely our own.   Everything from the floors to the tiles, faucets and cabinetry are of the highest quality, and the size is perfect for the three of us as the design really maximizes the living space.  We are in a back unit we still get plenty of natural light and have been using the private backyard every day now that the warm weather is here.  We have held many dinner parties and can accommodate for a 12 person table on the main floor with plenty of space.  Lastly the location is second to none – a beautiful treed neighbourhood right across the street from a playground park.  We have met many neighbours and their children and have starting forming great friendships with them.



Thank you so much for building us such a beautiful home.  We will create many memories here with our little one as he grows.  I say to my husband all the time that there will be no need to ever move from here.  Whether we have a son at home or its just the two of us later in life, the place is perfect for both stages of our life!

 


- Theresa Reynolds 




Purchasing a home can be a difficult and daunting task, let alone building one. My Fiancée and I searched for the perfect home for nearly 1 year, to no avail, until we met Shameer Gaidhar and Millenium Plus Homes.  Shameer and Chanda made the process smooth and enjoyable. Every step of the way, the staff at Millenium Plus Homes helped us to make the right decisions. They are honest, dependable, and accommodating. Furthermore, their finished product is magnificent. Millenium Plus Homes always found a way to accommodate our upgrades and further ensured that we received an honest and fair price. Millenium Plus Homes finished our house in a timely fashion without cutting any corners. The finished product was everything and more that we could have hoped for. Any minor issues that we experienced upon moving in Shameer ensured were rectified immediately at no cost to us. Our experience could have not gone any better.

 

Millenium Plus Homes is an honest and dependable company that takes pride in its work product. Without hesitation, we would recommend Shameer Gaidhar and Millenium Plus Homes to anybody looking for a luxury, custom-built, townhouse in Calgary.


- Steven Breslauer 




After being shown countless houses and having no luck finding one that was perfect for me, I came across an infill built by Millenium Plus Homes. The first time I walked through the house, I was blown away by the attention to detail and terrific layout of the home. From its high-end finishes to multiple options to make the house even more spectacular, I was sold. After purchasing the home, Shameer and Chanda did everything in their power to accommodate all my requests and make sure that everything was done to my specifications. Having now been in my home for over a year, Shameer and Chanda still take the time to ensure that everything is functioning the way it should. I couldn’t be happier with the home they have built for me and would definitely recommend Millenium Plus Homes in the future!

Thanks again Shameer and Millenium Plus Homes!


- Adam Lowry 




When my husband and I decided to buy a home, we made a checklist of things we wanted and things we must have. We visited several show homes and were about to give up when we heard about Millenium Plus Homes. To our surprise we found the owner, Shameer, to be brutally honest and forthcoming. When we showed him our checklist, he laughed saying the list was not long enough!

We not only were able to pick and choose the tiles, flooring, colours, and cabinets but we were included in every part of the building process.

Thanks to Millenium Plus homes we were able to build a home that was not only beautiful but also custom-built to our needs.

My 1957 house was in desperate need of a kitchen renovation. No more lipstick and rough, but the real thing. After much pain in trying to locate a contractor I could trust, I came upon Millennium Plus Homes. Shameer came in, created a detailed contract for what I wanted and from there we proceeded with the renos. I now have the kitchen I always wanted, and Shameer was there to deal with any issues that came up, Thanks Millennium Plus Homes!


- Chris 




I want to thank Millennium homes for making my dream of owning a home again a reality. I met with Shameer and was immediately impressed with his approach to service. He took the time to listen to my needs and was frank about the possibilities of my requested modifications. He provided excellent communication during the process and took the time to effectively address my questions and inquiries in a timely manner. Shameer and his team were also very accommodating in changing the floor plan to meet my individual needs. His standard options and allowances for products were more than generous and pride in workmanship was evident in the final outcome. We love our new home.

All of your efforts were and are greatly appreciated.


- Lena, Makaila, and Jackson Keon 
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Check us out on Instagram #mphomes


This error message is only visible to WordPress admins

Error: No feed found.

Please go to the Instagram Feed settings page to create a feed.




	

 

	

 

	

 

	

 

	

 

















Contact Us









Millenium Plus Homes

PO Box 86089 RPO Marda Loop

Calgary, Alberta T2T 6B7

Phone: 403-888-9944
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